Modern developers require modern technology stacks to be agile and responsive as your business and customer demands evolve. Open-source software can bridge the growing mainframe skills gap within your organization and ensure your applications and data are manageable amidst growing workloads and complexity across IT systems.

Rocket® Support for Zowe, for Open Mainframe Project’s Zowe open-source framework for z/OS®, breaks down the walls that have made universal mainframe development so challenging. Ease mainframe development for next-gen programmers and ensure your mainframe continues to operate efficiently and effectively as the system of record at the heart of your organization.

Benefits/Features

- **Close mainframe skills gaps**
  Improve next-gen mainframe developer productivity with secure, supported, open-source software.

- **Access exclusive applications**
  Access exclusive virtual desktop applications through Rocket® Support for Zowe Utility Pack—similar to built-in apps that come with any operating system.

- **Stay secure and compliant**
  Ensure security compliance with open source on the mainframe through Rocket Software support for the Zowe open-source framework for z/OS.

- **Get world-class support**
  Access 24x7 support and fast response times from a single vendor with engineers dedicated to the innovation of the Zowe open-source framework.

- **Grow your open-source footprint**
  Access additional synergies and benefits with Rocket open-source and mainframe development products, including Rocket® Open AppDev for Z and Rocket® Terminal Emulator Web Edition.

- **Accelerate and modernize z/OS development**
  Leverage Zowe’s VS Code extension, CLI and scripting, and API mediation layer to modernize mainframe development and support mainframe DevOps.
With Rocket Support for Zowe, you can access exclusive features and other synergies for open source on z/OS

**Exclusive: Rocket Support for Zowe Utility Pack**
Access exclusive virtual desktop applications based on feedback and requests from developers and admins in the Zowe community.

**Exclusive: Zowe File Manager**
Browse your z/OS file systems, move files between them, compress, decompress, pax, and tar regardless of whether they are MVS datasets or USS files.

**Exclusive: Rocket® USS Process Manager**
Monitor all Unix Systems Services, the mainframe operating system that hosts much of Zowe.

**Exclusive: Rocket® Terminal Emulator Web Edition**
Simplify access to host-based applications and data anytime, anywhere, and on any device and stay in the Zowe virtual desktop instead of switching tools/utilities.

**Exclusive: Zowe File Manager**
Browse your z/OS file systems, move files between them, compress, decompress, pax, and tar regardless of whether they are MVS datasets or USS files.

**Exclusive: Rocket® Terminal Emulator Web Edition**
Simplify access to host-based applications and data anytime, anywhere, and on any device and stay in the Zowe virtual desktop instead of switching tools/utilities.

**Access core Zowe functionality**
Access modern interfaces to z/OS systems and services through several components, including an application framework and virtual desktop, VS Code extension, command line interface, and API mediation layer.

**Pair with Rocket® Open AppDev for Z**
Expand your supported open-source ecosystem even more with the latest open-source DevOps tools and languages, including Git, Python, cURL, Bash, and more.

Why partner with Rocket Software?

24x7x365 support and security assurance.

Exclusive virtual desktop applications.

Rapid access to the latest Zowe versions and CVE fixes.

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
Visit RocketSoftware.com ➔